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From the Provincial’s Desk 

We dedicate this month of July to our founder, St. Ignatius of Loyola.  

 
Here are some of his concise sayings.  

1. “All for the greater glory of God!”  

2. “The man who sets about making others  

  better is wasting his time, unless he  

  begins with himself.” 

3. “Charity and kindness unwedded to truth  

  are not charity and kindness, but deceit  

  and vanity.”  

4. “Never say or do anything until you have  

  asked yourself whether it will be pleasing to God, good for yourself, and  

  edifying to your neighbor.”  

5. “When you say anything in secret, speak as if you were speaking to the whole  

  world.” 

6. “There is no better wood for feeding the fire of God’s love than the wood of  

  the Cross.”  

7. “When the devil wants to attack anyone, he first of all looks to see on what  

  side his defenses are weakest or in worst order; then he moves up his  

       artillery to make a breach at that spot.”  

8.  “Speak little, listen much.”  

9. “He who carries God in his heart bears heaven with him wherever he goes.”  

10. “When taking the first steps on the road of virtue the old man must be  

  mortified, but in such a way as not to slay the new man.”  

11. “If you promise anything for tomorrow, do it today rather than put it  off.” 

12.  “If you want to make progress in love, speak about love; for holy  

  conversation, like a breeze, fans the flame of charity.”  

13. “Go and set the whole world on fire.”  

14. “Since the object of our love is infinite, we can always love more and more   

 perfectly.”  

15. “As often as we manifest others’ failings we show up our own.”  

 
A very happy Feast of our Father St Ignatius to all. 

Number 731 July 2020 
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Congratulations to Jude Deluxion, S.J., 

ordained a deacon on 27
th

 June by His 

Eminence Michael Cardinal Czerny, S.J. 

 

Deacon Jude Deluxion will return to Sri 

Lanka soon to take up his mission as Socius 

to the Novice Master 

 

 

Annual Retreat 

The Province retreat of 2020 for Ours will be held in August commencing on 6
th
 at 8:15 p.m., 

and ending on 14
th
 at 12:30 p.m.  Fr. Paul Satkunanayagam will preach the Retreat.  

 

Fr Provincial prefers to have the name of the participants by July 15
th

, 2020. The Superiors 

are requested to contact their District/Community members and prepare the list. 

 

New Appointments: 

 

Fr. General has appointed Frs. Baylon Perera, Gabriel Alfreds as New Consultors of the 

Province and Fr. Sujeewa Pathirana as the New Socius of the Provincial. Fr. Sujeewa in 

addition to being an ex officio Consultor will also function as the admonitor to the Provincial. 

 

Fr. General also has conveyed his sincere appreciation and gratitude to Frs. Sanjeeva 

Fernando and Alexis Premkumar for their services as Province Consultors up until now and 

also to Fr. Anton Pieris for his services as Socius, Admonitor and Consultor. 

 
BATTICALOA DISTRICT 

Rev. Fr. Lorio Anthony Lloyd SJ, arrived in Sri Lanka 

from USA in the year 1951 and served in many districts 

in the Sri Lanka Province including Galle, Mannar, 

Trincomalee and Batticaloa. He has rendered a 

marvelous contribution in developing the Eastern 

Technical Institute in Batticaloa which produced large 

number of skilled workmen in the district. 

He has been residing at St. Michael Jesuit Residence in 

Batticaloa and praying for the society. In order to 

provide him with better attention and care, from June 

2020 he has been moved to the Home for Elders in Batticaloa. He has adapted to the new 

environment and people around him and happily spending his time in prayers and rest. 

St. Sebastian’s Church, Puliyadikudah 

The month of June had a number of blessings. One among them was the Sunday Eucharistic 

celebration in the Church premises which had lots of relief to the faithful. We celebrated the 

Eucharist under restrictions. There were seven Masses in the parish and in each celebration 

only 100 people were allowed. So at St. Sebastian’s Church we had two masses in the 
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morning and one in the evening and similarly at St. Lourdes’ and at St. Joseph’s Churches. 

The Jesuits and the diocesan priests helped the Parish Priest to celebrate the masses.  

The parish priest, Fr. Richard, continued the pastoral visits in the parish and after finishing 

the small christian community he would  celebrate the eucharist in one of the houses as he did 

last month.  The parish also experienced a  number of sad moments, sudden deaths, during 

this month and a few happy moments of wedding celebration.  

Arrupe College Batticaloa 

The deadly disease Covid-19 that has affected the whole world has indirectly caused 

instability in Sri Lanka in several areas of activity, especially in education. Children have not 

been able to attend regular classes for almost 3 months and due to this many have lost the 

habit and motivation to study. Arrupe College staff has been constantly working and planning 

for the many challenges that this worldwide situation has brought. To make sure our students 

have the necessary means to study, we have been providing printed materials and distributed 

them to each student. At the same time, the planning for the new buildings of Arrupe College 

has started. On the 12
th
 of June we received the visit of Fr. Provincial with the architect and 

quantity surveyor who brought a 3D Design of what Arrupe College will look like in the 

future. This design was presented to all the members of the Jesuit community in Batticaloa 

who gave a positive feedback on the project.  

As we plan to re-open the college, we are making sure to keep the necessary measures to 

ensure the safety of the students and at the same time to keep the premises clean and ready. 

We have also started to promote the new admissions to grades 1 and 2 for 2021 and have 

pleasantly received a good response from parents. There is a plan to start the Pre-school too 

so admissions are open for it as well. All events are pointing towards a hopeful future of 

Arrupe College, Batticaloa as we move towards the second year. 

Loyola Campus Batticaloa 

Sri Lanka has been blessed to be one of the few countries in the world which has not been 

severely affected by Covid-19. This deadly virus has left a few infections and deaths in 

comparison to other countries. However, most of the people in Sri Lanka live on labor that 

provides for their daily basic needs alone. The lockdowns have affected these people that 

deprived them from their work. They  have begun to experience hunger and desperation. It 

has been more than a month now since the Sri Lankan government has completely lifted the 

curfew in our area but the people still have a sense of fear. Classes have not started but have 

been scheduled to start by grades next month.  

Meanwhile the Director of Loyola Campus, Batticaloa has taken good advantage of this time 

for the betterment of the center. Fr. Paul Sathkunanayagam, SJ, conducted a one-day seminar 

for the staff in which he gave great insights into “How to face Covid-19”. Our staffs were 

able to feel the up-lift of their spirit with such motivational talk.  Five teachers that have been 

following the Learning Facilitators’ Course have also been able to use their time profitably by 

discussing and perfecting their teaching skills. They have come up with plans to conduct 

online English classes for students who have access to mobile devices. As training for this 

task, our teachers have made video lessons and evaluated them identifying the weaknesses 

and strengths in them. At the same time, we are preparing a crash course for the present batch 

of students who will be able to come for classes and the final exams in July.  

The Sri Lankan government has announced that after June 29
th

 private classes would  be 

allowed to start. The director has begun to take the necessary safety measures such as putting 

up sinks in the premises to wash the hands, the cleanliness of the environment, etc. With the 

hope of continuing our service for the young people, Loyola Campus, Batticaloa is preparing 

to re-open its doors with well prepared teacher-staff and effective classes.  
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St. Ignatius’ Parish, Kallady-Dutch Bar, Batticaloa.  

On 12, June 2020, the Bishop of Batticaloa recommended to resume all religious services in 

the parishes with the required norms and regulations of the government. Our parishioners are 

very eager to participate in the Eucharistic celebrations. All the masses are said every day in 

the morning hours and on Fridays and Sundays extra Holy masses in the evenings to 

distribute the number of participants to conform to the government norms. On Sunday 21, 

June 2020, snack-parcels were distributed for almost 130 Sunday school children of the 

parish. The children were very grateful to the Loyola Campus and its Country Director for 

thinking of them in an exclusive manner during the Covid-19 relief service.   

Fr James guided eight lay persons of the Parish in the Ignatian Spiritual Exercises according 

to 19th annotation. The retreat was given to them for 10 days stretched out for 4 months from 

April to July 2020.  They were grateful for the guidance given to them that helped them to 

deepen their faith. They expressed their joy for having received this grace only because they 

were fortunate to be parishioners of St Ignatius’ Church.   

Fr James conducted one-day recollection for the Franciscan Brothers at St. Joseph’s 

Community, Matale. Nine Brothers enthusiastically took part in it. He also conducted a 

course on ‘Consecrated life’ for the novices at the Holy Cross Convent, Matale.  

A four-day orientation and training program on Group dynamics, Time Management, Study 

Methodologies and Homiletics was organized for the Jesuit Juniors at DAHAM SIHILA, 

Dalugama, Kelaniya.  This helped them to get acquainted with different methods of study, 

proper use of time and to grow deeper in their vocation.  

 

COLOMBO DISTRICT 

 

Daham Sihila Novitiate 

The month of June is the one that is most eventful in the annual calendar of our novitiate. The 

year begins in June and it ends with the profession of the fist vows of those who complete 

their two year novitiate program. But this year due to Covid19 we had an unexpected 

postponement of events.  

As customary, the second year novices had their retreat in the second week of June in 

preparation for the pronouncement of first vows. We had Fr. Stephen Perera, S.J., with us 

directing the retreat for them. Prior to the retreat for about three weeks, the second year 

novices studied the Part Six of the Jesuit Constitutions -Religious Life and Discipline, and the 

relevant Complementary Norms about the Vowed life in the Society of Jesus.  

In the middle of the month, however, it was felt that under the present circumstances due to 

Covid19, we would not be able to have the usual vows ceremony on June 21
st
with the 

participation of the Jesuits and the families of the novices. So it was decided to postpone the 

vows ceremony to August 15
th
, (the Feast of the Assumption of Our Lady), and to have it in 

the new novitiate house in Kurunegala. For the same reasons, this time the new batch of 

novices did not join the novitiate on June 21
st
. They are scheduled to enter the novitiate on 

August 15
th

in the new house in Kurunegala.  

Those who completed their two year novitiate program had a farewell dinner on June 21
st
, 

and the next day they moved to the Juniorate to begin their studies. The newly appointed 
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Juniorate Director, Fr. Aniston is likely to take charge of the Juniorate in the middle of July. 

In the mean time Fr. Tharanga is overseeing the affairs in the Juniorate. 

At present the novitiate has only four novices who have now become second years. They 

have their regular classes and activities, and these days they are having lessons on some 

important events in the history of the Catholic Church. 

 

KANDY DISTRICT 

CENTRE FOR SOCIAL CONCERN (CSC) & LOYOLA CAMPUS HATTON 

Teacher Training for CSC staff: On 1
st
 June the staff of CSC came to the centre for the 

third training. This time they 

themselves were the resource persons. 

The presentation started for 5
th
 

standard and ended for the preschool 

children. All fifteen presentations 

were meant to enhance the teaching 

methods in Tamil language. The 

presentations were on grammar, 

storytelling, song reciting, 

pronunciation, general knowledge and 

vocabulary. The staff demonstrated the lesson plan in a creative and orderly way involving 

the participants as their students. Finally they decided to send their feedback through audio 

recording and written report and went home with satisfaction and joy.    
   

Maths training for and by CSC staff: Corona pandemic lockdown has been optimistically 

used by CSC and it conducted a series of 

training for the staff during the period. On 6
th

 

June the training in Maths started at 10.30 am 

and ended at 5.30 pm. There were four 

presentations for preschool before lunch and 

eight presentations for primary school in the 

afternoon. Mostly the staff dealt with 

identification of numbers, addition and 

subtraction and shapes.  Though addition was 

dealt by most of the staff, we could see the 

development of ideas from preschool to 5
th
 std. 

The staff used songs with dance, games, 

riddles, teaching aids to explain the concept of maths in an easy way. It was an eye-opening 

for most of the staff that Maths could be easy if it had been properly explained.  

 

Training on capacity building of 

teachers: On 10
th
 June Sch. Shiran 

trained the staff on capacity building. He 

started the workshop with rhyme 

accompanied by dance movements. Then 

he asked the teachers to write on the 

board what they would think about a 

good teacher and also making them draw 

pictures using numbers. He facilitated 

sharing of their personal experience on 
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teaching and asked them to respond to the pictures of the students of various social 

backgrounds. In between he conducted a game to relax and concluded the workshop with 

meditation.  Through this workshop, CSC staff learned that preparation, time management, 

understanding the students, creative methods of teaching, connection with oneself, with 

others and with God and teaching in groups are some of the essential characteristics of a good 

teacher. In the afternoon they had one hour English grammar session and gave a short 

farewell to Sch. Shiran.  

 

Farewell to Sch. Shiran SJ: On 10
th

 June, CSC staff organized a short farewell function.  

Shiran was gratefully 

remembered for his genuine 

contribution for the welfare of 

the plantation community. 

Though his focus was at Loyola 

Campus, one cannot minimize 

his contribution to CSC.  

On12th June, Loyola Campus 

staff prepared a sumptuous 

lunch. Farewell started at 1 pm, with the thanksgiving Eucharistic celebration where the staff 

shared their green memories with Shiran on PPT. After 

the farewell meal, the students organized a cultural 

programme where fine qualities of Shiran were 

demonstrated through various art forms. At the end 

Shiran shared how he discovered himself as a genuine 

human person through his interaction with the students 

and the staff. He also expressed his gratitude for the 

support, guidance, friendship and love he received.  

 

Corona relief with the support of Fr. Milroy SJ: On 

15
th

 June, 

CSC staff 

packed 300 parcels. Each parcel contained 5 

kg rice, 2 kg flour, 1 kg sugar, 0.5 kg potato, 

0.5 kg onion and 0.5 kg dal. On 16
th

 June the 

estate communities in Mount Jean, Diyagala, 

Lonak, Benach and St. Aubins received the 

relief materials.  

On 18
th

 June the 

people of Tientsin, Hallowella, Dickoya, Aluthgama, Danbar, 

Broadoak and Welioya received their share. The general attitude 

of the people regarding aid is, “If you want to give, give to all 

because all are affected”. Since the people could not come with 

the list of the most deserved families, CSC focused the deserving 

families of our preschool and complementary education section 

along with a few women headed families and elderly people. The 

distribution was done in a prayerful atmosphere, respecting the 

dignity of the people and creating awareness on nutrition and 

attitude of sharing.  A few of the community elders had the honour of distributing the 

materials.   

 

Welcome to Sch. Nimesh SJ and New life at the CSC Loyola Campus centre: On 13
th

 

June, Nimesh SJ accompanied by Frs. Angelo SJ and Sanjeeva SJ reached Hatton. Partial 
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lockdown helps Nimesh to get into the rhythm of Hatton life gradually. Initially he helped in 

the whatsapp classes and now he is facilitating 

A2 and B1 students. As a minister of the house 

he is active and hospitable. On 26
th

 June, 

Nimesh was given formal welcome during the 

Eucharistic celebration with melodious guitar 

music by him.  In the first two weeks of June 

the staff coached the students in small groups 

and through whatsapp classes and on 22
nd

 June 

we started the regular classes with certain 

restrictions and the number of students for the 

classes is on the increase. There is once again new life at CSC Loyola Campus centre.  

 

SATYODAYA CENTRE 

As the government is planning to open the country for 

tourism, after almost three months, the staff members of 

Satyodaya have started coming to the center for cleaning 

the rooms, buildings, compound and washing the linen. 

They had almost three months to stay at home without 

work due to curfew and lock-down. At present 2-3 staff 

members are assigned to each day to come to the center 

and do the cleaning.  

With no income being generated from the Satyodaya 

Educational Training Center, we are going through a financial crisis affecting the general 

administration of the center and its development and 

educational programs. In order to survive, Satyodaya has to cut 

downexpenses, certain allowances from the salaries of the staff 

and even stopping the newly recruited staff members for the 

moment until the financial situation improves. 

2
nd

 Round of Covid 19 Relief Work 

In the second round of Covid 19 relief work, dry rations were 

distributed among 50 families in the Bahirawakanda Gramseva 

division. Through the chief monk of the Bahirawakanda temple we selected poorest people in 

the area belong to the three communities of Sinhala, Tamil and Muslims. 

 The distribution was done at the Bahirawakanda Temple in the presence of many prominent 

Buddhist monks in the area. The chief monk very much appreciated the great services done 

by Satyodaya for the last 47 years in this area, remembering and thanking the founder, the 

late Rev. Fr. Paul Caspersz, S.J. He explained to the recipients that Satyodaya serves 

everyone in the area irrespective of religion, ethnicity, cast and class, and this message was in 

fact aired to the whole village through loud speakers.  

Some families were given financial assistance to purchase their regular medicine and to do 

the necessary medical check-ups.  It was a good opportunity to build our relationship with the 

people around Satyodaya once again whom we have forgotten after the death of Fr. Paul on 

account of having all our projects confined to tea estates and rural villages.  
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TRINCOMALEE DISTRICT 

Pre-Novitiate  

We, the Pre-Novitiate community, are very grateful to 

God for having guided us all through this academic year. 

As a community, we could witness his love through 

various people and experiences. After having gone 

through a lot of experiences and indelible memories, we 

ended our Academic Year on 30th May and the Pre-

Novices left for their home on 31st.  

 

The whole community visited our Jesuit houses in 

Batticaloa. The purpose of the visit is to get to know our 

Jesuit communities and to meet one of our brothers Pradeepan’s family as part of our 

formation. We were very happy to meet his family members and they welcomed us with joy 

and love. We had a great day with a lot of experiences.  

 

The selected candidates of the novitiate arrived in Trincomalee on 1
st
 July for their initial 

formation before entering into the novitiate on 15
th

 August, 2020. 

 

We thanked Sch. Zenith for his service to the community for the past two years. We welcome 

Sch. Arulseelan and wish him a fruitful mission in Trincomalee.  

 

Thanking 
We thank Fr. Lazar who served our community in various ways for the past two years 

especially in forming our young men. As he is going to take up his new mission, we pray for 

his good health and his new mission. 

 

Loyola Campus 

We, the members of staff and students, were 

able to identify 80 families who are very much 

affected by COVID19 lockdown in and around 

Trincomalee. We got their information with the 

help of our students and staff. Dry rations were 

procured from different vendors and packed 

them by our youth.  

 

We fixed a day to invite the selected families to 

receive the rations. The beneficiaries were very 

much satisfied with the dry rations given to them. People were happy and grateful to Loyola 

Campus for having reached out to them at this time of their dire need.  

 

All these works of Loyola Campus Trincomalee would not have been possible without the 

generous support of the LC Country Office Mannar. We gratefully remember all the efforts 

taken by Fr. Milroy, the Country Director and Mr. Jaan, the Finance Manager to reach out to 

the poor and the needy. 

 

The management resumed the classes for O/L students with a short meeting on 30
th
 June.  
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Corona Tertianship Batch 2020 – Fr Christian writes from Nairobi, Kenya 

 Rev. Fr. Provincial 

Joseph Oduor Afulo of 

the Eastern Africa 

Province presided over 

the inaugural Eucharist 

of the Tertianship 

programme on 7
th

 of 

January 2020.  Our 

Tertian Masters were 

Vicar Apostolic 

Emeritus Rt. Rev. Dr. 

Rodrigo, Titular Bishop 

of Vulturia, and a Jesuit 

from Colombia and has 

been working more than 

50 years in Africa.   He himself a theologian, a linguist, a writer, an ex-provincial and was a 

bishop of one of the dioceses of Ethiopia.  Our Assistant Tertian Master was Fr. Chacko who 

was also an ex-provincial and had conducted Tertianship Programme for the past 15 years in 

India, a Member of Various Commissions of the South Asian Assistancy, a visiting lecturer 

of various institutions in India on Ignatius Spirituality and the Constitution of the Society.  

We were the 17
th
 batch of Tertians of Fr.Chacko.   

We, the twelve tertians from nine countries, attended the programme. While two of us are 

from outside of Africa the others are from the African continent itself.       

We had an exposure to the city of Nairobi, the Kibera slums and St. Vincent de Paul 

kindergarten.  During the long retreat, on our repose days, our time was spent climbing the 

Ngong mountains, visiting the elephant orphanage, the zoo and the resurrection garden.    

We had planned to visit Malindi in Mombasa (600 kilo meters) by train to the place where 

Vas co de Gama and St. Francis Xavier had arrived but could not visit due to Corona 

Pandemic.   

On Saturdays we used to go to the Pedro Arrupe Jesuit Community for dinner where elderly 

Jesuits live.  

Given the Corona restrictions issued by the government and the Arch diocese of Nairobi, we 

celebrated the Easter services indoors.  Mwangaza Spirituality Centre was closed for the 

retreatants and visitors due to Corona and the government had issued various restrictions 

limiting the movements of the people.  We were the only inmates in the whole of Spirituality 

Centre and went out only to attend to important matters.  

The tertians were invited to join the Pedro Arrupe Community for Easter services.  After the 

Easter Sunday Mass the tertians were invited to have the festive lunch together with the 

Pedro Arrupe Community.  On 23
rd

 of April, one of our tertians who was from the United 

States left for America as the final charter flight left as the Corona patients began increasing 

in Kenya.  

We called ourselves “Corona Tertianship Batch 2020”.  The New Building is almost getting 

ready to accommodate the new tertians in 2021.   It was a pleasure to be with nature specially 

to see so many birds big and small around the place. One is awakened to the wonderful music 

of birds in the morning reminding the presence of God everywhere.  Large well-maintained 

garden compels the retreatants to pray and to follow the retreat with tranquility.  
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Fr. Terry Charlton, S.J., from the Pedro Arrupe Community conducted a three-day 

introductory course on Teilhard de Chardin and his Philosophy.  Fr. Bill O’Neil a visiting 

American Jesuit conducted a five-day programme on the Social Teachings of the Catholic 

Church.     

I express my gratitude to two of our Reverend Deacons Rajitha and Atputha at Hekima 

Theological University, Nairobi for accompanying me for outings.  

 

FROM JRS-KAKUMA – Fr. Lasantha de Abrew writes  

GREAT  TO  BE  IN  KAKUMA 

It is one month since I assumed office as the Project Coordinator of JRS Kakuma. God has 

blessed me abundantly and I have experienced great support from my staff and through 

prayerful solidarity of my friends all over.  

When I took over, the JRS–UNHCR 

working relationship wasn’t cooperative and 

a bit awkward. I immediately contacted the 

different heads of departments of the 

UNHCR who directly link with our JRS 

activities in the camp. I visited them 

personally, conversed through virtual media 

and took every opportunity to listen to their 

part of the story. My main objective here 

was to make clear that I am a servant in JRS 

to support the refugees in Kakuma and that I 

am aware that they too are passionate to support the same refugees we serve. I also wanted to 

know and understand how best we, JRS could offer a qualitative service”.  

I also sharpened my own skills and tried not to delay responding to their requests/ 

communications.  

They were very passionate and assured their fullest cooperation. Immediately after, UNHCR 

Protection Department organized a Real Time Project Review with our Incentive staff with 

their personal supervision for 6 

days. We are awaiting this report 

to make our services more 

effective and realistic. The gifts 

they sent us were amazing; 

mattresses, sanitizers, diapers, 

orders to produce masks in our 

tailoring department and the 

promise of latrines, etc, were 

unimaginable. These were the 

fruits of cooperation through strengthened bridges.  

To strengthen the relationship of JRS with other agencies for better service and my own 

body-mind relaxation, I join every Saturday Hike to the mountains.  

Recently a young group from the camp visited me in my office accidentally. They identified 

themselves as “Vijana Twaweza” comprising young men and women from various countries 
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and tribes.  They are involved in a fish farming and an agriculture project with a double 

purpose; a nutrition program for the most vulnerable in the community and as a business 

enterprise. They are launching the project in their own plots of land in the camp. They are 

now in need of space to expand their project. After a few days I visited their project site and 

met the executive council. They were very much enthused.  

We at JRS have a Post Education Department with a branch on Business Entrepreneurship. 

My thoughts brought a link as to why can’t we link this young group with the JRS 

Community Business Development (CBD) Project. We began our discussion immediately 

and have just concluded a seminar-workshop conducted by our Department on making a 

Constitution, MOU, Development plans etc. for the project. We look forward to making this 

group a hub for mentoring youth for empowerment and a fertile ground for Reconciliation 

and Peaceful Co-existence in the camp. A comment from this youth group after our 

discussions really touched me, “There are many agencies ready to help us. But JRS sat with 

us and listened to us. We feel that you care for us”. We are slow, but steadily progressing 

to establish a strong base for a joint collaboration. There are so many JRS well wishers 

eagerly waiting to see these developments.  

20
th

 June is “World Refugee Day”. 

Usually it is a great common celebration in 

the camp, assembling the refugees as a large 

gathering with speeches, dances, songs and 

narratives. This year the Covid 19 has 

disturbed the usual. We at JRS decided to 

arrange a program to meet our beneficiary 

incentive staff from all departments of 

services in our respective centres. The 

National staff assigned to the centres was to 

meet the beneficiaries for a 2-3 hour program. We listened to their stories about leaving their 

lands, the difficult journeys they made and the pain they expressed with tears and utter 

resilience. They recalled all who supported them till this day. They sang their traditional love 

songs and even danced. I too joined all the groups and danced to the song “Suranganie”. We 

had refreshments.  

In all the centres, this was the unison echo: “This year’s celebrations were unique and 

memorable. Usually we are taken to a ground. This year you came to us. You listened to 

our stories which most of us had never narrated. You enjoyed with us. Yes, it is painful to be 

refugees but we have gained a great deal as refugees. We are grateful to Kenya, UNHCR,  

JRS and we have met many countries within this camp” 

Just before the final prayer, I explained why we came to them to celebrate. We believe in a 

God who comes to see His people; a God who enjoys and weep with His own. 

 

Change of contact details - Sch. Arulseelan Manoharan, S.J. 

     email  <arulseelansj@gmail.com> 

    mobile no is 0764372121 

 

 

mailto:arulseelansj@gmail.com
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JULY  

07/1919 Fr. Paul Cooreman  56/37 

07/2013   Fr. Thomas Kuriacose  93/69         

11/2002    Fr. Carmelo Iannacone 87/72 

11/1913 Bp. Charles Lavigne  73/47 

13/2018 Fr. Nilan Fernando  35/13 

14/1988 Fr. George Raywood  74/55 

18/2001 Fr. Pio Ciampa  74/60 

19/1996 Fr. Richard Pieris  66/37 

20/1903 Fr. Louis Biendine  41/18 

22/1945 Fr. Charles Bonnel  87/67 

24/1974 Fr. Salvador Pezza  75/61 

26/1917 Fr. Peter D’Herde  63/41 
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JULY 

01/1972 Mariyathas Thambiaiah 

02/1976 Elil Rajan Rajendram 

09/1958 Jeyaraj Rasiah 

11/1985 Rajitha Sudarshan Wass 

23/1996 Dilaxsan  Pius  

26/1959 Sebastian Thevarasa 

27/1961 Gabriel Alfreds 

29/1996 Delaxan Peter (novice) 

30/1987 Masilamany Salamanraj 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AUGUST 

01/1939 Peter Kurukula Aratchi 

08/1978 Lawrence Loganathan 

09/1998 Dinesh Arulanandam (Novice) 

17/1983 Thiranjala Weerasinghe (Novice) 

18/1973 Sumeth Perera 

19/1989 Arulseelan Manoharan 

20/1998 Aman Aslam (Novice) 

20/1992 Zenith Lawrance 

25/1965 Kamal Andradi 

 

 

 

NEXT   EDITING 

Please send your reports/pictures/photographs on or before Saturday 25
th
 July, 2020 to the 

Editor, Sri Lanka Jesuits’ NEWSLETTER, 

 

 
  

        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sociussrilanka@gmail.com 


